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The Infrared Behavior of QCD Green’s Functions chapQCD
In this chapter the present knowledge on the infrared behavior of QCD Green’s functions is summarized.
As we will see, most of the results are obtained in the Landau gauge. This might seem somewhat surprising
at rst, as studies of Green’s functions in Landau gauge should include the Faddeev{Popov ghosts. Thus, it
could seem more natural to employ the axial gauge. And indeed, especially the gluon propagator has been
subject to a considerable number of investigations in the axial gauge. Before discussing the corresponding
results, however, a few general remarks on the infrared behavior of the gluon propagator are in order.
\Conned" or \Conning" Gluons? secIR
In the literature one sometimes nds the distinction between conned and conning gluons (see, e.g.,
ref. Bue96 and references therein). The rst phrase is usually attributed to a gluon propagator which is
infrared supressed. The underlying idea is simply that under these circumstances the gluons themselves do
not propagate over long distances. It is also clear that an infrared supressed propagator almost necessarily
violates reflection positivity, and we will present the quite convincing evidence for exactly that picture later
in this chapter. Infrared enhanced gluonic correlations have, on the other hand, been referred to as conning
gluons. As we describe below, if the gluon propagator was as singular in the infrared as 1/k4 in some gauge,
this alone would establish an area law and the linearly rising interquark potential. Thus, such gluon (2-point)
correlations alone would suce to generate quark connement in a simple and intuitive picture which was
frequently connected with the notion of infrared slavery in the past. As will become clear in the course of
this chapter, there is increasing evidence nowadays, however, that this is actually not what happens in QCD.
And neither would it t into the formal development of the covariant description of connement outlined in
sec. Sec2.4. It is important to realize that the more complicated picture emerging for QCD in the covariant
gauge can certainly accommodate conned (but not conning) gluons in coexistence with an eective quark
interaction which is conning, however.
Since the intuitive picture of conning gluons had quite a long history, we will describe some of its
implications and applications rst in the following. Despite the necessity of a reinterpretation about the
origin of eective quark interactions, especially the applications thereby continue to provide many interest
aspects.
As stated, by infrared enhanced gluonic correlations one usually refers to a gluon two-point function
which (in momentum space) is more singular than a massless free particle pole in the infrared. In particular,
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